
Beam Commissioning Working Group
Minutes for 31 May 2019

Present: V. Kain, G. Rumolo, H. Damerau, D. Gerard Cotte, G. P. di Giovanni, K. Li,
B. Mikulec

Meeting objectives

This meeting was dedicated to see the progress on the preparation of the IST tests for the
various machines in view of the upcoming deadline for complete IST lists at end of June.

A list of possible software synergies across complex was put up for discussion.

Approval of Minutes and Matters Arising - V. Kain

V. Kain requests approval of minutes, no comments.
Denis mentions that two power supplies will be available now for the PS extraction optimisation

for the MTE beam (staircase, the moulinette). The software should be prepared in collaboration
between PS and SPS. Only the TT10 BPMs have the possibility to measure the individual islands.

Verena confirmed that post-LS2 all but one FGC class (for POPS in PS) will have transitional
behaviour with LSA.

Status of IST lists for all machines

Presentations

• IST list and planning for LBE line test and LINAC4 (Bettina, link): Very well advanced and
detailed to a good level. EN-ACE would like to have procedures for all the tests. After the
list was completed a follow-up meeting with the various equipment people was necessary to
prepare the planning. The first planning foresaw 3 weeks instead of 2. In the end some of
the RF commissioning will be done in parallel with low energy beam test. Discussions are
still needed concerning the closure of the switch yard. Possibly part of the switchyard will
be fenced off. Dry runs are included in the planning as well to ensure expert availability.
MS Project was used to prepare the planning. Through ASM a planning for the week was
provided based on the MS project data. Depending on the requirements and impact ISTs
are scheduled before, during and after (HWC) the IST period. It was non-trivial to prepare
the detailed list of services and equipment that need to be operational to carry out LBE test
during the shutdown (J. Coupard had done this job).

• IST list and planning for PSB (G.P., link): The re-commissioning coordinators in the PSB are
in charge of collecting and verifying the IST lists.The lists are well advanced except for the
BI equipment. Only RF, beam transfer equipment and AUX-PCs will need safety measures
to carry out ISTs. (POPS-B tests will be carried out during the HWC).

• IST list and planning for PS (Denis, link): Very detailed planning for RF already. Details for
AUX power converter testing other than in switch yard are still required. The foreseen IST
planning for ABT equipment does not fit with the planned switchyard closures and requires
clarification. Discussion on the IST for the beam stoppers is foreseen for the middle of June.
POPS testing is scheduled during HWC.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/823325/contributions/3442789/attachments/1853431/3044063/20190531_IST_LBErun.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/823325/contributions/3442789/attachments/1853431/3043938/20190531_PSB_IST_Status.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/823325/contributions/3442789/attachments/1853431/3044056/PS_IST.pdf
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• IST list and planning for SPS (Kevin, link): In the process of collecting the various IST
tests. Well advanced for AUX PC, vacuum and ABT kickers. More details to come for
interlocks, SMP, FMCMs, absorbers and dumps, COLDEX, UA9, crab cavities and beam
instrumentation. The dates of DSO tests need to be defined as part of the discussion with
EPC. In order to fit the commissioning of the power converters in the SPS into the time
before beam commissioning, some of the circuits will be commissioned even with load already
before the HWC. This is specific to the SPS and is due to the sheer number of circuits and
magnets. This approach is however only possible if the circuit is not connected to magnets
distributed all around the SPS, but for individually powered magnets or transfer lines.

• List of software synergies (Verena, link): Verena extracted a list of possible software synergies
across the complex from the various integration talks from the last CCC meetings. She
allocated names to coordinate the effort. These people still need to agree on these tasks.
Deadlines will have to be negotiated as the next step along with finding developers.

Discussion

• Bettina proposed to have the ISTs as part of the check lists and add them to the category
prerequisites. This also allowed her to easily extract the list for planning in MS project.

• EN-ACE asks to have procedures for the various ISTs. Should they be in EDMS?

• The ISTs for beam instrumentation systems are the most difficult to define and collect.

• Another software synergy concerns the matching from a transfer line into a synchrotron.
Software will be prepared for LINAC4. The matching into the PS should also be considered.

• Linked timings are an important concept for all not just RF timings and should be treated
the same way in all machines.

• More machines (not only the SPS) will have BLMs with running sums. Another example
where software synergy would be of advantage.

AOB

• V. Kain says that the integration for each machine will be discussed at a future meeting.
This has been discussed previously, but due to things that have changed an update will be
required.

https://indico.cern.ch/event/823325/contributions/3442789/attachments/1853431/3044089/01_ISTs_status.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/823325/contributions/3442791/attachments/1853697/3044047/Synergies.pdf
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